
Diagnostics and bunch intensity control via Compton scattering

Before collision After collision In the future circular electron-positron collider “FCC-ee”, the 
intensity of colliding bunches must be tightly controlled, 
with a maximum charge imbalance between collision 
partner bunches of less than 3–5%. Laser Compton back 
scattering could be used to adjust and fine-tune the bunch 
intensity.

Sketch of the Compton collision 

inside a single 10 m long dipole.

To-Do: Find better position for Compton IP and optimise focusing parameters to increase efficiency of collision
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For these initial studies, based

on the laser parameter mentioned

above, the initial conservative 

assumption was made that the bunch

undergoes laser interaction every

3rd turn, corresponding to a laser 

frequency of 1 kHz and assuming a 

pulse energy of 1 J. 

Figure 1: Layout of the collimation section under study for

the FCC-ee at the Z operation mode. The location of the

laser interaction is indicated by black bars, together with the

optics functions.

The beamsize at the laser interaction point together with the

beam parameters can be found in Tab. 1. The reasoning for

Table 1: Parameters for the / and CCoperation mode [12],

together with the beamsize at the Laser interaction point.

Operation mode / CC

Beam Energy [GeV] 45.6 182.5

nG [nm] 0.71 1.49

nH [pm] 1.42 2.98

f G [mm] at IP 0.11 0.16

f H [mm] at IP 0.02 0.04

this choice is the low value of the beta function and, as a

consequence, the small transverse beam size, as well as the

rapid removal of particles knocked out of thebeam from the

orbit.

We should also take into account that the efficiency of

thecollision ismaximized at thehead-on collision [13]. It

is also necessary to install mirrors and lenses outside the

electron orbit, at adistanceof at least 3cm, for the input and

output of the laser pulse.

To focus the laser pulse at IP we propose simple scheme

using optical length and plain mirror as shown on Fig 2.

Using theproposed schemeoffers theadvantageof allowing

Figure 2: Sketch of the Compton collision inside a single

10 m long dipole, as described in the text.

for a largespot sizeon the lens, up to 8mm to reach safety

factor of 2 with 1J/cm2 for pulse length f C,;0B = 300 ps,

which eliminates the risk of damageto the lens even when

using a1 Joule pulse. By applying

, 0 =
_ 5

c,
, (2)

it can be determined that such a pulse, with a wavelength of

800nm, can be focused to a pulse waist of f ;0B = , 0/ 2 =

100 µm at the midpoint of the bending magnet at 5 = 6 m.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

To study theefficacy with which particlescan beremoved,

as well as the loss location of scattered particles and the

emittance evolution, a number of tracking studies have been

performed. TheXSuite tracking code[14] hasbeen selected

for tracking in themagnetic lattice given itsspeed and possi-

bility to track with synchrotron radiation in a tapered lattice.

The interaction with the laser photons is modelled using

code CAIN [15], and asmall wrapper hasbeen developed

to provide an interface between the two codes. Moreover,

a framework called collimasim [16] has been used to link

the tracking code with a particle-matter interaction code.

Here, scattered particles interacting with acollimator will be

handed to the Geant4 code [17,18], with BDSIM [19] used

to preparetheGeant4 modelsand input. After scattering, the

primary particle and potential secondary particles are then

handed back to the XSuite tracking code for further track-

ing. In the tracking studies, thecollimators of thebetatron

and momentum collimation sections are included, as well

as masks to absorb synchrotron radiation upstream of the

experiments. For elements other than these, particle hitting

the aperture will be assumed lost. The same setup is being

used to study a collimation system in the FCC-ee [20,21].

For thetracking, aparticlebunch with 106 particleshasbeen

tracked, initialized with the transverse emittance given in

Tab. 1. The particles were tracked for 500 and 250 turns in

the / and CClattice, respectively. Note that for the / opera-

tion mode, thetransversedamping timeisaround 2500 turns,

whereas for theCCoperation mode, it is around 45turns. For

these initial studies, based on the laser parameter mentioned

above, the initial conservative assumption was made that

the bunch undergoes laser interaction every 3rd turn, corre-

sponding to alaser frequency of 1kHz and assuming apulse

energy of 1J.

In Fig. 3, thefraction of surviving initial particlesover the

number of tracked turns is presented. As expected, the rate

with which particles are removed increases with decreasing

laser spot size.

In Fig. 4, the distribution of the losses around the ring is

shown as a loss map in B. The loss map shown represents

the binned energy of particle losses on the aperture and col-

limators, normalised to the bin size, which is B= 10 cm

for losses on the aperture. The case presented is for a single

bunch at the / mode, tracked for 500 turns with laser inter-

action on and a 100µm spot size (corresponding to the blue

dashed linein Fig. 3), wherean intensity lossof around 12 %

is found. This represents the worst case scenario out of the

Figure 3: Surviving fraction of the initial particle bunch of

106 particles for different laser spot size. The dashed line

indicates the results for the / operation mode, whereas the

solid line is for tracking with CCparameters.

Figure 4: Single-bunch loss map after 500 turns with laser

interaction for the Z operation mode and a laser spot size of

100µm. Aperture losses in normal conducting magnets are

shown in red, and losses on superconducting magnets are

shown in blue.

8 studied cases, both in terms of absolute energy loss and

relative losses on the aperture. For the current parameter

set, the / modehas10000 bunches with abunch population

of 2.43⇥1011 at 45.6GeV [12], giving 1.8kJ energy per

bunch. The majority of the scattered particles are absorbed

by the betatron collimation system in PF, but notable losses

occur in the experimental insertions, where up to around

1.1 J/m is observed at the dispersion peaks at the start of the

insertions. The regions ±100 m from the collision points,

where sensitiveequipment like theexperiment detectors and

superconducting final focusquadrupolesare located, receive

up to an integrated total of 0.35J, corresponding to a power

loss of 2.27W. It should be noted that this is the power

load per bunch only during the intensity trimming, not a

continuous power load during operation. A full assessment

of the risks from the loss power load will becarried out in

the future, when the specifications for the required intensity

trim and thenumber of bunchestrimmed simultaneously are

established.

In Fig. 5, the RMS emittance evolution for the tracking

with the Laser interaction every 3rd turn is compared with

a reference tracking without any Laser interaction. It is

Figure 5: Emittance evolution of the particle bunch for dif-

ferent laser spot size and for the Z operation mode.

found that for the smallest spot size, the horizontal emit-

tance increases by about 5 % after 500 turns compared to

the reference case, both initialized with emittances follow-

ing Tab. 1. As expected, the emittance blow-up decreases

with increasing Laser spot size, with the largest spot size

of 400µm showing basically no increase in the horizontal

emittance. For the vertical plane, emittance spikes occur

after particles interacting with Laser pulse but before being

lost and no reliableconclusion on theemittance increasecan

be made at this point. It should be noted that in these first

tracking studies, synchrotron radiation damping has been

treated asan averageenergy loss in each element, rather than

the discrete emission of photons with the energy sampled

from the spectrum of the synchrotron radiation process. As

such, the horizontal emittance of tracked distribution will

tend towards 0 rather than the equilibrium emittance. While

moretime-consuming, futuretracking aim to better study the

emittance evolution by modelling the emission of synchron-

tron radiation as a stochastic fluctuation process. Moreover,

coupling should be introduced in the lattice to generate a

nonzero vertical emittance. Lastly, for the case of the CC, no

emittance increase was found.

CONCLUSION

Thispaper presentssimulation of dynamics in theFCC-ee

ring including CBS for thefine tuning of individual single-

bunch intensities to avoid thebeam-beam flip-flop instability.

The effectiveness of the proposed scheme isdemonstrated

andvariouscollision parametersareproposed for subsequent

use in more systematical studies of beam dynamics in the

FCC-ee ring.

It is interesting to note that during the CBS, high-energy

photons are produced, with energy 23 GeV for the Z-

operation mode and 148 GeV for the CC-operation mode,

forming bundles with low divergence \ ⇡ 1/ W. These pho-

tons could be of interest for additional experiments.

Figure 3: Surviving fraction of the initial particle bunch of

106 particles for different laser spot size. The dashed line

indicates the results for the / operation mode, whereas the

solid line is for tracking with CCparameters.

Figure 4: Single-bunch loss map after 500 turns with laser

interaction for the Z operation mode and a laser spot size of

100µm. Aperture losses in normal conducting magnets are

shown in red, and losses on superconducting magnets are

shown in blue.

8 studied cases, both in terms of absolute energy loss and
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set, the / modehas 10000 bunches with abunch population

of 2.43⇥1011 at 45.6GeV [12], giving 1.8kJ energy per
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1.1 J/m is observed at the dispersion peaks at the start of the
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found that for the smallest spot size, the horizontal emit-

tance increases by about 5 % after 500 turns compared to

the reference case, both initialized with emittances follow-

ing Tab. 1. As expected, the emittance blow-up decreases

with increasing Laser spot size, with the largest spot size

of 400µm showing basically no increase in the horizontal

emittance. For the vertical plane, emittance spikes occur

after particles interacting with Laser pulse but before being

lost and no reliableconclusion on theemittance increasecan

be made at this point. It should be noted that in these first

tracking studies, synchrotron radiation damping has been

treated asan averageenergy loss in each element, rather than

the discrete emission of photons with the energy sampled

from the spectrum of the synchrotron radiation process. As

such, the horizontal emittance of tracked distribution will

tend towards 0 rather than the equilibrium emittance. While

moretime-consuming, futuretracking aim to better study the

emittance evolution by modelling the emission of synchron-

tron radiation as a stochastic fluctuation process. Moreover,

coupling should be introduced in the lattice to generate a

nonzero vertical emittance. Lastly, for the case of the CC, no

emittance increase was found.

CONCLUSION

Thispaper presentssimulation of dynamics in theFCC-ee

ring including CBS for thefine tuning of individual single-

bunch intensities to avoid thebeam-beam flip-flop instability.

The effectiveness of the proposed scheme isdemonstrated

andvariouscollision parametersareproposed for subsequent

use in more systematical studies of beam dynamics in the

FCC-ee ring.

It is interesting to note that during the CBS, high-energy

photons are produced, with energy 23 GeV for the Z-

operation mode and 148 GeV for the CC-operation mode,

forming bundles with low divergence \ ⇡ 1/ W. These pho-

tons could be of interest for additional experiments.



Varying laser focusing at IP



List ToDo:
• Improve IP inside banding magnet 

• Find optimum between reducing bunch 
charge to exclude flip-flop instability  and 
emittance groving

• Study possibility to optimise energy 
distribution e- e+ using dispersion inside 
bending magnet

• Study possibility to reduce beam halo using 
Donuts-shaped laser beam 

• Study polarisation of scattered photons for 
diagnostic

• Find application and users for 25 and 150 
GeV photon beam 🖖

OPTIMIZING THE BEAM INTENSITY 

CONTROL BY COMPTON

BACK-SCATTERING IN e+/e- FUTURE 

CIRCULAR COLLIDER
Free

Puppies

Photons

23 GeV 148 GeV

In this paper, we present the possible use of laser Compton back 

scattering (CBS) to adjust and tune the bunch intensity. In the future 

circular electron-positron collider “FCC-ee”, the intensity of the 

colliding bunches should be tightly con- trolled, with a maximum 

charge imbalance between collision partner bunches of less than 3-

5%. The control of such tolerance is necessary due to the strong 

effect of beamstrahlung on the bunch length and “flip-flop” instability. 

We show a realistic beam optical line and simulation results of CBS in 

the "FCC-ee", including the distribution of scattered positrons. 

Abstract

Introduction

The future circular electron-positron collider FCC-ee aims to 

achieve tightly controlled colliding bunches, where the maximum 

charge imbalance between collision partner bunches is less than 

5% on the Z pole and less than 3% at other collision energies. 

Maintaining this tolerance is crucial due to the impact of 

beamstrahlung on the bunch length and the resulting "flip-flop" 

instability. To address this challenge, a "bootstrapping" injection 

scheme has been proposed, involving alternate injections of small 

portions of the design intensity into the RF buckets that 

accommodate a colliding pair of electrons and positrons. 

Adjusting and fine-tuning the intensity of colliding bunches between 

top-up injections is also critical. In this paper, we investigate the 

use of laser Compton back scattering (CBS) to achieve this. By 

leveraging CBS, we can pre-adjust the intensity of colliding 

bunches to match the needs of the collider before each beam 

extraction from the booster and top-up injection in the collider. 

Moreover, CBS could be used to remove single bunch pairs from 

the stored fill pattern in the collider as a last resort, enabling the 

injection of fresh pair of bunches and restarting at zero bunch 

current. 

Compton Back Scattering is a phenomenon in which a photon 

collides with a charged particle, such as an electron or positron, and 

is scattered off in a different direction with a changed wavelength or 

energy. During this process, energy is exchanged between the 

photon and the charged particle, leading to a change in their 

respective energies. The energy gain from electrons to photons can 

be expressed as � � � � phot ≈ 4� 2� �� � . At a beam energy of 45.6GeV, 

this corresponds to � � � � phot ≈ 23 GeV, and for 182.5 GeV (� ̅� )
collisions, � � � � � h� � ≈ 148 GeV for the FCC. This means that in 

the first case, the electron or positron loses almost half of its energy, 

while in the second case it loses almost 80% of its energy. Given 

that the ring’s acceptance is only 1.3%, all particles that undergo 

collision with laser photons will be extracted from the bunch. 

The number of scattered particles in head-on collisions is given by 

the luminosity formula: 

Compton Back Scattering 
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Abstract

In thispaper, wepresent thepossibleuseof laser Compton

back scattering (CBS) to adjust and tune thebunch intensity.

In the future circular electron-positron collider “FCC-ee” ,

the intensity of the colliding bunches should be tightly con-

trolled, withamaximum chargeimbalancebetweencollision

partner bunchesof less than 3− 5%. Thecontrol of such tol-

eranceisnecessary dueto thestrong effect of beamstrahlung

on thebunch length and “flip-flop” instability. Weshow are-

alistic beam optical lineand simulation resultsof CBSin the

"FCC-ee", including thedistribution of scattered positrons.

INTRODUCTION

The future circular electron-positron collider FCC-ee

aims to achieve tightly controlled colliding bunches, where

themaximum charge imbalance between collision partner

bunches is less than 5% on the Z pole and less than 3% at

other collision energies [1–4]. Maintaining this tolerance

is crucial due to the impact of beamstrahlung on the bunch

length and the resulting "flip-flop" instability [5]. To ad-

dress this challenge, a "bootstrapping" injection scheme [4]

has been proposed, involving alternate injections of small

portions of the design intensity into the RF buckets that

accommodate acolliding pair of electrons and positrons.

Adjusting and fine-tuning the intensity of colliding

bunches between top-up injections is also critical. In this

paper, we investigate the use of laser Compton back scat-

tering (CBS) to achieve this. By leveraging CBS, we can

pre-adjust the intensity of colliding bunches to match the

needs of the collider before each beam extraction from the

booster and top-up injection in the collider.

Moreover, CBS could be used to remove single bunch

pairs from the stored fill pattern in the collider as a last

resort, enabling the injection of fresh pair of bunches and

restarting at zero bunch current.

ComptonBackScattering

Compton Back Scattering is a phenomenon in which a

photon collides with a charged particle, such as an electron

or positron, and isscattered off in adifferent direction with a

changed wavelength or energy. During this process, energy

isexchanged between thephoton and thecharged particle,

leading to a change in their respective energies. The en-

ergy gain from electrons to photons can be expressed as

⇢< 0 G ? ⌘> C ⇡ 4W2⇢; 0 B . At abeam energy of 45.6GeV, this

correspondsto⇢< 0 G ? ⌘> C ⇡ 23 GeV, and for 182.5 GeV (CC)
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collisions, ⇢< 0 G ? ⌘> C ⇡ 148 GeV for the FCC. This means

that in the first case, the electron or positron loses almost

half of its energy, while in the second case it loses almost

80% of its energy. Given that the ring’sacceptance isonly

1.3%, all particles that undergo collision with laser photons

will be extracted from the bunch.

The number of scattered particles in head-on collisions is

given by the luminosity formula:

# =
f ⇠ # 4 # !

2c
q

(f 2
H ,4 + f 2

H , ! )(f 2
G ,4 + f 2

G , ! )
(1)

where f ⇠ is the Compton cross section [6], # 4 , # ! are

the number of interacting electrons and laser photons, f G
(f 4 , ! ) and f H (f 4 , ! ) are the rms electron (laser) transverse

dimensions at waist.

The actual number of scattered particles and their energy

distribution in an experiment will depend on a variety of

factors, including thebeam energy, beam emittance, and the

specific interaction process being studied. It is important

to perform realistic Monte Carlo simulations to accurately

predict the experimental results and to optimize the experi-

mental parameters.

LASER

Asan example for this study, weconsider aTi:sapphire

J-class kHz laser system that is currently available for con-

struction [7–9]. Specifically, we focus on a laser system

operating with 1 J pulses at a frequency of 3 kHz, which

corresponds to the revolution frequency in the ring. The

average power of this laser system is 3 kW, which is equiva-

lent to the average power of the k-BELLA initiative at the

LBNL, where a3 J laser system operates at a frequency of

1kHz [10]. This laser system operates at a wavelength of

800nm, which is obtainable from a Ti:sapphire laser and

corresponds to aphoton energy of 1.5eV.

Interactionpoint

Asshown in the luminosity Eq. (1), thenumber of scat-

tered particlesisinversely proportional to thetransversespot

sizes of the collided bunches. Therefore, we should identify

a position with a small electron spot size and focus the laser

at that point for maximum scattering efficiency.

As interaction point (IP) was chosen middle of the dipole

magnet located in upstream of thecollimator system, thelay-

out of collimation section presented on Fig. 1 together with

the optics for the / -operation mode, as presented in [11]. It

should be noted that at the given location, the optics func-

tion are the same for both the / and CCoperation modes.

where � � is the Compton cross section, � � , � � are the number of 

interacting electrons and laser photons, � � (� � ,� ) and � � (� � ,� ) 

are the rms electron (laser) transverse dimensions at waist. 

The actual number of scattered particles and their energy 

distribution in an experiment will depend on a variety of factors, 

including the beam energy, beam emittance, and the specific 

interaction process being studied. It is important to perform 

realistic Monte Carlo simulations to accurately predict the 

experimental results and to optimize the experimental 

parameters. 
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As an example for this study, we consider a Ti:sapphire J-class kHz laser system 

that is currently available for construction. Specifically, we focus on a laser 

system operating with 1 J pulses at a frequency of 3 kHz, which corresponds to 

the revolution frequency in the ring. The average power of this laser system is 3 

kW, which is equivalent to the average power of the k-BELLA initiative at the 

LBNL, where a 3 J laser system operates at a frequency of 1 kHz. This laser 

system operates at a wavelength of 800 nm, which is obtainable from a 

Ti:sapphire laser and corresponds to a photon energy of 1.5 eV. 

Laser

Interaction point

As shown in the luminosity Eq. (1), the number of scattered 

particles is inversely proportional to the transverse spot sizes of the 

collided bunches. Therefore, we should identify a position with a 

small electron spot size and focus the laser at that point for 

maximum scattering efficiency. 

As interaction point (IP) was chosen middle of the dipole magnet 

located in upstream of the collimator system, the lay- out of 

collimation section presented on Fig. 1 together with the optics for 

the � -operation mode, as presented in. It should be noted that at 

the given location, the optics function are the same for both the �
and �� operation modes. The beamsize at the laser interaction point 

together with the beam parameters can be found in Tab. 1. The 

reasoning for 

this choice is the low value of the beta function and, as a 

consequence, the small transverse beam size, as well as the rapid 

removal of particles knocked out of the beam from the orbit. 

We should also take into account that the efficiency of the collision 

is maximized at the head-on collision. It is also necessary to install 

mirrors and lenses outside the electron orbit, at a distance of at 

least 3 cm, for the input and output of the laser pulse. 

To focus the laser pulse at IP we propose simple scheme using 

optical length and plain mirror as shown on Fig 2. Using the 

proposed scheme offers the advantage of allowing for a large spot 

size on the lens, up to 8 mm to reach safety factor of 2 with 1J/cm2 

for pulse length � � ,�� � = 300 ps,  which eliminates the risk of damage 

to the lens even when using a 1 Joule pulse. By applying: 

� =
� �

� �

it can be determined that such a pulse, with a wavelength of 800 
nm, can be focused to a pulse waist of � �� � = � 0/2 = 100 μm at the 

midpoint of the bending magnet at � = 6 m. 

Beam dynamics simulations

To study the efficacy with which particles can be removed, as well as the loss 

location of scattered particles and the emittance evolution, a number of tracking 

studies have been performed. The XSuite tracking code has been selected for 

tracking in the magnetic lattice given its speed and possibility to track with 

synchrotron radiation in a tapered lattice. The interaction with the laser photons is 

modelled using code CAIN, and a small wrapper has been developed to provide 

an interface between the two codes. Moreover, a framework called collimasim

has been used to link the tracking code with a particle-matter interaction code. 

Here, scattered particles interacting with a collimator will be handed to the 

Geant4 code, with BDSIM used to prepare the Geant4 models and input. After 

scattering, the primary particle and potential secondary particles are then handed 

back to the XSuite tracking code for further tracking. In the tracking studies, the 

collimators of the betatron and momentum collimation sections are included, as 

well as masks to absorb synchrotron radiation upstream of the experiments. For 

elements other than these, particle hitting the aperture will be assumed lost. The 

same setup is being used to study a collimation system in the FCC-ee. For the 

tracking, a particle bunch with 106 particles has been tracked, initialized with the 

transverse emittance given in Tab:

Figure 1: Layout of the collimation section under study for

the FCC-ee at the Z operation mode. The location of the

laser interaction is indicated by black bars, together with the

optics functions.

The beamsize at the laser interaction point together with the

beam parameters can be found in Tab. 1. The reasoning for

Table 1: Parameters for the / and CCoperation mode [12],

together with the beamsize at the Laser interaction point.

Operation mode / CC

Beam Energy [GeV] 45.6 182.5

nG [nm] 0.71 1.49

nH [pm] 1.42 2.98

f G [mm] at IP 0.11 0.16

f H [mm] at IP 0.02 0.04

this choice is the low value of the beta function and, as a

consequence, the small transverse beam size, as well as the

rapid removal of particlesknocked out of thebeam from the

orbit.

We should also take into account that the efficiency of

thecollision is maximized at the head-on collision [13]. It

is also necessary to install mirrors and lenses outside the

electron orbit, at adistanceof at least 3cm, for the input and

output of the laser pulse.

To focus the laser pulse at IP wepropose simple scheme

using optical length and plain mirror as shown on Fig 2.

Using theproposed schemeoffers theadvantageof allowing

Figure 2: Sketch of the Compton collision inside a single

10 m long dipole, as described in the text.

for a largespot size on the lens, up to 8mm to reach safety

factor of 2 with 1J/cm2 for pulse length f C,;0B = 300 ps,

which eliminates the risk of damage to the lenseven when

using a1 Joule pulse. By applying

, 0 =
_ 5

c,
, (2)

it can be determined that such a pulse, with a wavelength of

800nm, can be focused to a pulse waist of f ;0B = , 0/ 2 =

100 µm at the midpoint of the bending magnet at 5 = 6 m.

BEAMDYNAMICSSIMULATIONS

To study theefficacy with which particlescan beremoved,

as well as the loss location of scattered particles and the

emittance evolution, a number of tracking studies have been

performed. TheXSuite tracking code[14] hasbeen selected

for tracking in themagnetic latticegiven itsspeed and possi-

bility to track with synchrotron radiation in a tapered lattice.

The interaction with the laser photons is modelled using

codeCAIN [15], and asmall wrapper hasbeen developed

to provide an interface between the two codes. Moreover,

a framework called collimasim [16] has been used to link

the tracking code with a particle-matter interaction code.

Here, scattered particlesinteracting with acollimator will be

handed to the Geant4 code [17,18], with BDSIM [19] used

to preparetheGeant4 modelsand input. After scattering, the

primary particle and potential secondary particles are then

handed back to the XSuite tracking code for further track-

ing. In the tracking studies, the collimators of the betatron

and momentum collimation sections are included, as well

as masks to absorb synchrotron radiation upstream of the

experiments. For elements other than these, particle hitting

the aperture will be assumed lost. The same setup is being

used to study a collimation system in the FCC-ee [20,21].

For thetracking, aparticlebunch with 106 particleshasbeen

tracked, initialized with the transverse emittance given in

Tab. 1. The particles were tracked for 500 and 250 turns in

the / and CClattice, respectively. Note that for the / opera-

tion mode, thetransversedamping timeisaround 2500turns,

whereas for theCCoperation mode, it isaround 45turns. For

these initial studies, based on the laser parameter mentioned

above, the initial conservative assumption was made that

the bunch undergoes laser interaction every 3rd turn, corre-

sponding to alaser frequency of 1kHz and assuming apulse

energy of 1J.

In Fig. 3, thefraction of surviving initial particlesover the

number of tracked turns is presented. As expected, the rate

with which particles are removed increases with decreasing

laser spot size.

In Fig. 4, the distribution of the losses around the ring is

shown as a loss map in B. The loss map shown represents

the binned energy of particle losses on the aperture and col-

limators, normalised to the bin size, which is B= 10 cm

for losses on the aperture. The case presented is for a single

bunch at the / mode, tracked for 500 turns with laser inter-

action on and a 100µm spot size (corresponding to the blue

dashed linein Fig. 3), wherean intensity lossof around 12 %

is found. This represents the worst case scenario out of the

Figure 1: Layout of the collimation section under study for the 

FCC-ee at the Z operation mode. The location of the laser 

interaction is indicated by black bars, together with the optics 

functions. 

Figure 3: Surviving fraction of the initial particle bunch of 106

particles for different laser spot size. The dashed line 
indicates the results for the � operation mode, whereas the 

solid line is for tracking with � ̅� parameters.

Figure 2: Sketch of the Compton collision inside a single 10 m long dipole

Figure 4: Single-bunch loss map after 500 turns with laser 

interaction for the Z operation mode and a laser spot size of 

100 μm. Aperture losses in normal conducting magnets are 

shown in red, and losses on superconducting magnets are 

shown in blue. 

The particles were tracked for 500 and 250 turns in the � and � �
lattice, respectively. Note that for the � operation mode, the 

transverse damping time is around 2500 turns, whereas for the ��

operation mode, it is around 45 turns. For these initial studies, 

based on the laser parameter mentioned above, the initial 
conservative assumption was made that the bunch undergoes laser 

interaction every 3rd turn, corresponding to a laser frequency of 1 

kHz and assuming a pulse energy of 1 J. 

In Fig. 3, the fraction of surviving initial particles over the number of 

tracked turns is presented. As expected, the rate with which 
particles are removed increases with decreasing laser spot size. 

In Fig. 4, the distribution of the losses around the ring is shown as a 
loss map in � . The loss map shown represents the binned energy of 

particle losses on the aperture and collimators, normalised to the 
bin size, which is Δ� = 10 cm for losses on the aperture. The case 

presented is for a single bunch at the � mode, tracked for 500 turns 

with laser inter- action on and a 100 μm spot size (corresponding to 

the blue dashed line in Fig. 3), where an intensity loss of around 12 

% is found. This represents the worst case scenario out of the  8 

studied cases, both in terms of absolute energy loss and relative 
losses on the aperture. For the current parameter set, the � mode 

has 10000 bunches with a bunch population of 2.43 × 1011 at 45.6 

GeV, giving 1.8 kJ energy per bunch. The majority of the scattered 

particles are absorbed by the betatron collimation system in PF, but 

notable losses occur in the experimental insertions, where up to 
around 1.1 J/m is observed at the dispersion peaks at the start of 

the insertions. The regions ±100 m from the collision points, where 

sensitive equipment like the experiment detectors and 

superconducting final focus quadrupoles are located, receive up to 

an integrated total of 0.35 J, corresponding to a power loss of 2.27 
W. It should be noted that this is the power load per bunch only 

during the intensity trimming, not a continuous power load during 

operation. A full assessment of the risks from the loss power load 

will be carried out in the future, when the specifications for the 

required intensity trim and the number of bunches trimmed 
simultaneously are established. 

In Fig. 5, the RMS emittance evolution for the tracking with the 

Laser interaction every 3rd turn is compared with a reference 

tracking without any Laser interaction. It is  found that for the 

smallest spot size, the horizontal emittance increases by about 5% 
after 500 turns compared to the reference case, both initialized with 

emittances following Tab. 1. As expected, the emittance blow-up 

decreases with increasing Laser spot size, with the largest spot size 

of 400 μm showing basically no increase in the horizontal emittance. 

For the vertical plane, emittance spikes occur after particles 
interacting with Laser pulse but before being lost and no reliable 

conclusion on the emittance increase can be made at this point. It 

should be noted that in these first tracking studies, synchrotron 

radiation damping has been treated as an average energy loss in 

each element, rather than the discrete emission of photons with the 
energy sampled from the spectrum of the synchrotron radiation 

process. As such, the horizontal emittance of tracked distribution will 

tend towards 0 rather than the equilibrium emittance. While more 

time-consuming, future tracking aim to better study the emittance 

evolution by modelling the emission of synchrotron radiation as a 
stochastic fluctuation process. Moreover, coupling should be 

introduced in the lattice to generate a nonzero vertical emittance. 
Lastly, for the case of the � ̅� , no emittance increase was found. 

Figure 5: Emittance evolution of the particle bunch for different 

laser spot size and for the Z operation mode. 
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Trim coils
• Allow to modulate the field in the apertures 

independently

• Used for field tapering up to ±2.5 % (ttbar)

• Can be used for field tuning up to ±1 % (all 
phases) and H orbit correction up to ±1.5 %

➔ Worst case: could be up to 5% of main field variation

• Simulations performed assuming trim coils over the 
whole magnet length, but we could imagine a shorter 
length with more ampere-turns for a similar strength

• A part of the yoke could be laminated to operate with 
a fast feedback system

Magnetic model cross-section (ttbar excitation, B = 61 mT)

Dipole design

6

Trim coils wrapped around top and bottom poles
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Laser IPLaser IP

Polarimeter

Laser IP

Survey plot from Daniele Butti

Synchrotron Radiation fan shows a potentially strong contamination from 

SR in the compton gammas extraction line.

BL1.4

Base line:  a single polarimeter per beam (2 total)
• Instrument location: both ends of LSS on each experimental IP A 
• Laser room should have a 24/7 access to insure availability.
• Needs dedicated laser hutch and access tunnels
• Energy at IPs is inferred from one measurement point. 
• Energy loss (Tapering), along the ring induce systematic errors 

on the energy inferred at each IP.

Redundancy option : four polarimeters per beam (8 total)
• Instrument location: both ends of LSS on each experimental IP 

points A D G J
• Each exp. IP would need dedicated hutch and access tunnels

• Energy calibration done at each IP, reduced systematic errors.

Other option under study: one polarimeter per beam (2 total)
• Instrument location: at the center of the RF section in point L
• Only possible for Z and W, since the beam path is changed for 

H and ttbar, and the cryomodule will probably take all the 
available space. => Not preferred option 

• Laser hutch in Klystron galleries (space unavailable for H, tttbar) 

FCCee Polarimeters 
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